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1 Introduction

This paper focuses on multicast packet delivery fairness. There are several ap-
plication, e.g., financial exchanges [9, 10], consensus protocols [7], and online-
gaming [12], where it is desirable for the multicast message to be delivered at
the same time for all receivers.

Take the financial exchange system as an example. A financial exchange
system contains one centralized market engine, and a set of market partici-
pants. The market engine is responsible to maintain stock information, process
incoming orders from participants, and distributes market data periodically to
participants. Market participants subscribe to market data from the market
engine, and submit stock orders to the engine on demand. Participants usually
compete to submit orders as fast as possible, due to the limited available stock
share and its first-come-first-serve rule. Therefore, it is critical for the market
data to arrive at all subscribing participants at the same time, so that no partic-
ipant has a structural advantage over other participants. Such market requires
a tight bound on the fairness, i.e., the packet arrival time between the first and
last participants to receive it should be smaller than tens of nanoseconds.

To achieve such strict fairness guarantee, existing operators heavily cus-
tomize their on-premise infrastructure. Specifically, the network is connected
via equal length cables to ensure all participants have the same network la-
tency [1]. The network is also greatly over-provisioned to prevent any network
congestion. This results in a high-barrier of entry as the participants would need
to build custom racks (which requires hardware expertise) and deploy within
the on-premise location.

The challenges above motivates us to enable fair multicast packet delivery
in an shared compute environment, e.g., in the Cloud, where the cost of busi-
ness is significantly reduced. This requires us to resolve any latency variations
during the entire packet delivery process. Foremost, latency variations can be
introduced during the multicast itself. When the multicast packet is delivered
to different receivers, the sender might send the copies one at a time, resulting in
each copy being released at different time. Even with switch multicast support,
variations can still exist.

Further latency variations are also introduced during packet forwarding, es-
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pecially for a shared environment that is not greatly over provisioned, and in-
terfering background traffic is more of the norm than exception. In-network
queueing and routing changes are all to be expected in such an environment,
and both of them contribute to more latency variations.

There are several existing solutions attempting to mitigate the impact from
packet delivery latency variations, but none of them provides a general fair
packet delivery service with small delivery time variations. CloudEx [9] and
Sync-MS [12] both provide a fair packet delivery service for any applications.
Between the sender and each receiver, they deploy one middlebox as an agent, to
receive and hold multicast packets from the sender on behalf of receivers. Then
they have all agents release packets to receivers at the same time to ensure packet
delivery fairness. By holding and releasing packets at agents, they eliminate the
impact from any latency variations during packet forwarding from the sender to
agents. However, they fail to provide good end-to-end packet delivery fairness,
because they cannot control latency variations from agents to receivers. More
latency variations are introduced from packet processing inside agents, due to
software performance jitters.

Other solutions like DBO [10], Libra [13], and Frequent batch auctions [6]
attempts to redefine packet delivery fairness for specific applications (e.g., finan-
cial exchange systems). For example, Libra intentionally reshuffles the sequence
of incoming multicast packets randomly for financial exchange systems, so all
receivers should suffer from a same level of packet delivery unfairness over a
long time. However, redefining fairness cannot work for all applications: reshuf-
fling packet arrival sequence would hurt the performance of consensus protocols
significantly. Therefore, an ideal solution is to provide packet delivery services
generally for all applications, without redefining the fairness.

Our goal is to propose a general but effective solution to provide packet de-
livery fairness in an shared compute environment, to release the high-barrier of
entry from heavily customizing on-premise infrastructure. We present Octopus,
a fair packet delivery framework that supports packet delivery fairness with de-
livery time variations smaller than tens of nanoseconds. Similar to CloudEx
and Sync-MS, Octopus deploys agents between the sender and receivers, to
hold and release packets to receivers at the same time. Different from above
existing solutions, one key insight of Octopus is to repurpose a modern NIC
capability, named time-based traffic shaping [2, 3, 4, 5, 15], to release packets
at predefined timestamp from the NIC hardware. With the help of this hard-
ware capability, Octopus is able to eliminate latency variations introduced by
software packet processing jitters at the agents. Another key insight of Octopus
is to deploy agents on local SmartNICs at the receivers’ servers, which reduces
packet forwarding latency variations from agents to receivers. With such de-
sign, applications can enjoy a fair packet delivery service in a shared compute
environment.

We conduct evaluations for Octopus in our seven-server testbed. Our evalu-
ation results show that with six receivers, Octopus achieves good packet delivery
fairness, with a 99.9% tail maximum packet arrival time difference of around 30
nanosecond. Such fairness is enough to support applications including financial
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exchange systems.

2 Problem Definition and Design Goals

In this section, we define the fair packet delivery problem in details and show a
list of design goals for our fair packet delivery framework, Octopus.
Problem definition. For a fair packet delivery service, there are one packet
sender and a set of M packet receivers, each running on a separate process or a
virtual machine. There is no guarantee for the location running the sender and
receivers. When the packet sender multicasts a packet to all M receivers, the
fair packet delivery service should enable this packet to arrive at all receivers at
the same time.

In this paper, we use the metric, packet delivery unfairness, to evaluate fair
packet delivery services. To be specific, packet delivery unfairness is defined
as the maximum packet arrival time difference for each multicast packet: given
that the list of packet arrival time at receivers is RT1, RT2, · · · , RTM , the packet
delivery unfairness is defined as

maxM
i=1{RTi} −minM

i=1{RTi}

Ideally, such difference should be tens of nanoseconds to support applications
with strict fairness requirements (like exchange systems).
Design goals. We present the following design goals for our ideal fair packet
delivery service.

1. Minimum packet delivery unfairness for packet arrival time. This
goal directly quantifies the fairness. To satisfy most of the applications,
the ideal packet arrival time difference should be tens of nanosecond with
a high probability (e.g., in our evaluation, Octopus acheives less than 40
ns with a probability of 99.9%).

2. Bounded packet latency. It is critical to bound the packet latency
between the sender to receivers, along with providing packet delivery fair-
ness.

3. Minimum application source code modification. As a general ser-
vice, it should provide an easy-to-use interface for applications without
much modification to their source code.

4. Minimum restrictions on application deployments. We should not
add many restrictions on deploying applications, including limiting loca-
tions of deployed applications and dedicated link paths.

3 Octopus Design

In this section, we present Octopus’s design details. We first introduce Octo-
pus’s architecture and how a packet is multicasted to multiple receivers. We
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Figure 1: Octopus’ architecture. Note that grey boxes (the sender application
and receiver applications) are not part of the Octopus’ architecture. Boxes
marked with a clock are clock-synchronized.

then highlight Octopus’ key ideas, which address the state-of-the-art solutions’
challenges. Later, we present the details of our key ideas, and how they ad-
dress the challenges. Finally, we give a summary of Octopus’ advantages and
potential limitations.

3.1 System Architecture

Figure 1 shows a high-level architecture of Octopus. Given a sender application
multicasting packets to multiple receiver applications, Octopus consists of the
following components: a sender interface used by the sender application, and
one Octopus agent for each receiver application. Note that clocks are precisely
synchronized for all components.
Octopus agents. Agents are responsible to control the packet release time to-
wards receiver applications. For each receiver application, one agent is deployed
between the receiver and the sender, and it receives all incoming packets from
the sender on behalf of its corresponding receiver. Upon receiving each packet,
the agent parses the intended release time provided by the sender (see below),
and releases the packet on the intended time.
Octopus sender interface. The sender interface is called by the sender appli-
cation to start a fair packet delivery service. For each packet to be multicasted,
the sender interface is responsible to determine a same intended release time for
all agents, and tags the timestamp along with the packet.
Packet delivery steps. In summary, Octopus multicasts a packet in the
following steps.
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1. The sender application generates a packet to multicast to all receiver ap-
plications, and calls the Octopus sender interface to help multicast the
packet.

2. The Octopus sender interface determines a global release time (which is
calculated as the current timestamp plus a predefined delay δ), and tags
the timestamp along with the packet.

3. The interface sends the tagged packet to all agents one by one.

4. The agents receive the tagged packet, parse the release time, hold the
packet, and release the packet to its corresponding receiver application at
the release time.

3.2 Key Ideas

The state-of-the-art solution, CloudEx, takes the first step to use agents sit-
ting between the sender application and receivers to mitigate packet delivery
unfairness in the cloud. Similar to Octopus’ architecture, the key idea from
CloudEx is to use agents to receive packets on behalf of receivers, hold those
packets, and release those packets at a same predefined global timestamp. As a
result, latency variations between the sender and the agent does not introduce
unfairness for packet delivery.

However, CloudEx still suffers from severe unfairness. First, CloudEx’s
agents hold and release packets entirely in software, where large latency varia-
tions exist due to software performance jitters inside packet I/O libraries and
drivers. Such variations can be microsecond-level or even millisecond-level. Ad-
ditionally, latency variations also exist during packet forwarding from agents to
receivers, potentially introduced by queuing delays from a set of switches.

Compared with CloudEx, there are two main key ideas for Octopus to sup-
port a good fairness for the packet delivery service.

1. Time based packet releasing feature in NIC. Many modern NICs
support a hardware traffic shaping feature to control packet sending rate,
which allows users to specify an intended release time for each packet.
This feature allows Octopus to reduce latency variations introduced by
software performance jitters at agents, contributing to higher packet de-
livery fairness.

2. Deploying agents on local SmartNICs. Octopus decides to deploy the
agent on local SmartNICs at receivers’ servers. Since the local SmartNIC
is close to the receiver on the same server, latency variations are minimized
between agents and receivers.
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3.3 Accurate and Fair Packet Releasing with NIC Hard-
ware Offloading

In this section, we show how we repurpose a modern NIC capability to minimize
latency variations introduced by software performance jitters at agents.
Modern NICs’ hardware capability. NIC hardware capabilities are contin-
uously evolving to meet new application needs and improve performance. Traffic
shaping is an important requirement for network applications. To support high
performance and flexibility, modern NIC vendors start to enable hardware traf-
fic shaping capabilities for their NICs. Specifically, many NIC vendors allows
users to specify a release timestamp for each packet, and the NIC hardware
holds the packet and releases it at the specified timestamp. Applications can
then implement any arbitrary traffic shaping pattern by defining the releasing
time for each packet.
Octopus’ design. Octopus minimizes latency variations at agents by repurpos-
ing the above traffic shaping capability. Upon receiving a multicast packet from
the sender, Octopus’ agent parses the intended release time from the packet.
Different from CloudEx which holds the packet in its software buffer, Octopus
directly sends the packet to the NIC hardware, tagged with the intended release
time.

With this design, Octopus eliminates most sources of latency variations
from agent software, and simultaneously reduces overhead. Octopus’ time-based
packet releasing happens inside the NIC hardware, which eliminates any packet
processing jitters from the software. Additionally, Octopus’ agent becomes a
stateless and light-weight application, reducing the probability of any perfor-
mance jitters caused by state reads and writes.

3.4 Minimize Unfairness after Packet Releasing

After using the time-based packet releasing capability from the NIC hardware,
Octopus then needs to address latency variations after packets are released from
agents. CloudEx attempts to deploy its agents close to receivers (e.g., in the
same pod), and has its agents to support multiple receivers. However, as there
is no guarantee on receivers’ and agents’ server locations, latency variations
still exists at microsecond level due to in-network queuing delays and unequaled
cable lengths.

Instead, Octopus decides to run agents on the local SmartNIC with their
corresponding receivers. It allows the agent to either 1) deliver packets to the
receiver on the host through ToR switch bounce back, or 2) deliver packets di-
rectly to the host using NICs’ local forwarding feature. As the agent on the local
SmartNIC is close to the receiver, packets from the agent only travel through
cables and the ToR switch under the same rack, where the latency variations
are small (a few nanosecond variations without queueing). For NICs supporting
local forwarding, packets can be directly forwarded from the SmartNIC to the
host, without going out via the ToR switch. In both cases, more sources of
packet latency variations can be eliminated.
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3.5 Summary and Limitations

How Octopus supports a good packet delivery fairness? With the above
two insights, Octopus eliminates most sources of packet latency variations com-
pared with existing designs, under any type of networks (e.g., on-premise clus-
ters, clouds). First, with agents, latency variations from the sender to the
agent does not contribute to any unfairness in the end-to-end packet delivery.
In addition, with the hardware traffic shaping capability, Octopus eliminates
latency variations introduced by software packet processing jitters at agents,
where packets can be released at a predefined timestamp with a nanosecond-
level accuracy. Furthermore, after deploying agents at local SmartNICs with
receivers, latency variations after packets are released from agents are also min-
imized. To sum up, the end-to-end latency variations for multicast packets are
minimized, contributing to a good packet delivery fairness.
Tradeoff between packet latency and packet delivery fairness. Octo-
pus’ sender interface determines the intended packet releasing time at agents by
adding a predefined delay δ on the current timestamp. The delay δ allows all
copies of the packet to be received by all agents before releasing them, allowing
all agents to release those copies at the correct time. This means that a large
δ provides better fairness guarantee, while increasing packet latency simultane-
ously.

Choosing an appropriate value for δ should rely on the end-to-end packet
latency from the sender to agents. The first source of packet latency comes from
software processing delay from the sender, allowing the software at the sender
to push the packet to the NIC hardware. Additionally, after released by the
sender, the packet forwarding delay to the agents is another source of latency,
which includes path delay and queuing delay. Finally, the packet processing
delay at agents should also be considered, so agents can successfully push the
packet to the NIC hardware before the intended releasing time. To sum up, δ
should be configured as the summation of the above three packet latencies, plus
a small offset to allow more latency variations.

Note that compared with heavily customized on-premise infrastructure with
equal-length cables, Octopus can easily guarantee a good fairness by setting δ
according to the maximum packet processing delay inside agents plus a cable
transmission delay. Only if we want to share Octopus with traffic from other
applications, δ needs to be carefully chosen to tolerate the tail packet latency
suffering from queuing delays. In other words, Octopus itself does not introduce
the tradeoff, and the tradeoff only comes from the need to run applications in
a shared environment like the cloud.
Unfairness introduced by clock synchronization. To let agents and the
sender agree on the same global packet releasing time, their NIC hardware clocks
need to be synchronized. Clock synchronization can never be perfect, and Oc-
topus also suffers from packet delivery unfairness introduced by synchronization
inaccuracy. Fortunately, recent advances in clock sync has made nanosecond-
level sync possible and practical [11, 14, 8].
Fairness impacted by the network load. The packet releasing time from
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Octopus agents can be affected by the egress background traffic rate on the
SmartNIC. The egress traffic can share the egress buffer with packets from
Octopus agents, resulting in additional queuing delay for after releasing. The
impact of such egress traffic should be linear to the traffic rate, and we will leave
the evaluation for such impact for future work. If local forwarding is supported,
the egress traffic should not affect fairness since the released packet does not
goes though the egress buffer.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Evaluation Setup

Testbed. We evaluate Octopus in our cluster with a total of seven commodity
servers. Each server has one SmartNIC with its own CPU system that runs a
Linux operating system, allowing users to deploy customized programs.
Methods. We write our own simple sender application to multicast packets
to multiple receivers by using Octopus sender interface. We also write our own
simple receiver application to receive those multicast packets from the sender
application. During the test, we deploy a sender application on one server, and
deploy one receiver application on all other six servers. For those six servers
running receiver applications, we also deploy one Octopus agent on its local
SmartNIC. All the above components run on a single CPU core, and there is
no background traffic. Evaluations for the impact of background traffic is left
for future work.

For each test, we let the sender application to multicast a million packets
to all six receivers via Octopus agents. To test how throughputs and δ affect
Octopus’ packet delivery fairness, we configure Octopus’ throughput from 100
Kpps to 500 Kpps, and configure δ from 50 µs to 400 µs in different tests.
Note that for the throughput of 500 Kpps, the true sending rate of the sender
application is 3 Mpps, since it needs to sends six copies for each multicast packet.
Metric to evaluate. To evaluate the fairness of Octopus’ packet delivery
service, we collect the hardware arrival time for each multicast packet at all
receivers, and calculate packet delivery unfairness for each packet.

4.2 End-to-end Results

Figure 2 shows the end-to-end evaluation results for Octopus. In this test, we
configure the Octopus’ sender application to multicast packets for a throughput
from 100 Kpps to 500 Kpps, and set δ to 100 µs. For the throughput of 500
Kpps, Octopus only has 0.17% packets whose unfairness is greater than 40 ns,
and only has 0.09% packets whose unfairness is greater than 100 ns. For the
throughput of 200 Kpps, Octopus has only 0.05% for unfairness rate (>40 ns),
and 0.04% for unfairness rate (>100 ns).

Compared with the state-of-the-art solution CloudEx, Octopus successfully
achieves a great packet delivery fairness by eliminating the packet forwarding
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Figure 2: End to end evaluation results. The x-axis represents different through-
puts to multicast packets at the sender, and the y-axis represents the unfairness
rate (>40 ns and >100 ns) among receivers.

Figure 3: CDF of unfairness under different throughputs, with δ = 100µs.

jitters after released from agents. Octopus also takes advantages of the hardware
traffic shaping feature to provide accurate packet releasing, without suffering
from software performance jitters.

To better understand the good packet delivery fairness, we visualize the
unfairness for each multicast packet in a CDF figure (see Figure 3). As shown
in this figure, the packet delivery unfairness keeps between 0 to 30 ns for most
of the packets, and only a very small portion of packets have unfairness greater
than 50 ns.

Table 1 shows the tail unfairness among all multicast packets under different
throughputs, with δ equals to 100 µs. Even under 500 Kpps, the 99% and 99.9%
tail unfairness values are both under 50 ns. The tail unfairness values for smaller
throughputs are all between 25 ns and 40 ns. For the 99.99% tail unfairness,
Octopus has around 8 µs unfairness under 500 Kpps, and has an unfairness
value under 1 µs when the throughput is smaller. After careful inspection, the
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Throughput
Tail unfairness (ns)

99% 99.9% 99.99%

500 Kpps 29 48 7852
250 Kpps 27 40 612
200 Kpps 25 29 397
100 Kpps 25 35 987

Table 1: Tail unfairness of Octopus under different throughputs.

Figure 4: CDF of unfairness under 500 Kpps throughput.

99.99% tail unfairness is introduced by late packet processing at the agent: due
to the large packet rate and its large packet processing delay, the global time
already passed the intended releasing time when some packets are processed by
the agent.

4.3 The Impact from δ

In this section, we evaluate Octopus under different δ to show its impact. Since
our testbed is a shared environment, a small δ could potentially introduce packet
delivery unfairness: a multicast packet arrive at an agent after the intended
release time, and this agent can only release the packet after all other agents
already release the packets to their receivers. In this test, we choose five values
for δ, from 50 µs to 400 µs, and show the CDF of packet delivery unfairness
among all multicast packets.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the CDF of unfairness under the throughput
of 500 Kpps and 200 Kpps, respectively. Under the throughput of 500 Kpps,
Octopus has an unfairness rate (>50 ns) smaller than 99.9% only when δ is equal
to 50 µs. When δ is no less than 150 µs, the unfairness rate (>50 ns) keeps
around 99.96%. Under the throughput of 200 Kpps, Octopus has an unfairness
rate (>50 ns) greater than 99.95% when δ is no less than 100 µs.

In summary, when δ is no less than 100 µs, Octopus achieves great packet
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Figure 5: CDF of unfairness under 200 Kpps throughput.

delivery fairness with high probability. Even if applications intends to reduce
the latency to around 50 µs, Octopus still achieves good packet delivery fairness
for almost all multicast packets.

5 Related Works

There are several existing solutions aiming to mitigating the impact from packet
latency variations, but none of them can provide good packet delivery fairness
for all applications.
Solutions requiring deep software modifications. Some early solutions,
like Libra [13] and Frequent batch auctions [6], attempts to change the exchange
software’s internal logic to mitigate market data packet delivery fairness. Libra
proposes to randomize the processing sequence of orders already arrived to the
market engine, reducing the probability of out-of-sequence orders from partici-
pants experiencing shorter network delay. However, Libra’s randomization only
guarantees half of the orders to be processed in sequence. Frequent batch auc-
tions limits the market data multicast frequency to once every 100 ms, thus to
mitigate the impact of varying packet delay among different forwarding paths.
However, this solution limits the performance of the exchange system. Both so-
lutions requires deep software modifications, and cannot generalize to all other
applications.
Solutions redefining packet delivery fairness. One of the state-of-the-art
solutions, DBO [10], mitigates packet delivery fairness for exchange systems,
without the need for modifying the exchange software. DBO measures the
market data processing delay (from receiving the market data to submitting an
order) at the vNIC of participants, and reorder different market orders based
on their processing delays. As a result, delivery time for market data does
not affect the market fairness. However, DBO requires to redefine the packet
delivery fairness, and is specific to exchange systems.
Solutions general to all applications. Another state-of-the-art solution,
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CloudEx [9], is general to all applications without modifying existing software.
Like Octopus, CloudEx proposes to deploy agents to hold-and-release multicast
packets for receivers. The agent receives multicast packets on behalf of receivers,
and synchronize the packet delivery towards receivers by releasing packets at
the same time. However, CloudEx cannot achieve good packet delivery fairness
with packet arrival time variations smaller than tens of nanoseconds, due to
large software performance jitters and nonidentical packet forwarding delays
after released from agents.

6 Conclusion

The packet delivery fairness is critical in many applications in the cloud, such as
exchange systems, consensus protocols, and online gaming applications. How-
ever, due to nonidentical and dynamic packet forwarding paths, as well as many
in-network queuing delays, supporting packet delivery fairness is challenging in
a shared compute environment. In this paper, we present Octopus, the first gen-
eral fair packet delivery service to achieve packet arrival time variations smaller
than tens of nanoseconds, with the existence of latency variations in the network.
The key ideas of Octopus to support such good fairness come from repurposing
hardware traffic shaping capabilities in modern NICs, and deploying agents at
local SmartNICs to minimize latency variations from packet forwarding. Evalu-
ation results show that Octopus has less than 40 ns unfairness for up to 99.97%
multicast packets.
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